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The Wrong Captive 
2 men, 3 women:  Sisters, Dora and Delia, have a terrible problem with a skunk. It's a 
situation that only their ranch hands, Clem and Charlie Bumpstead can fix.  
 
Those Dog Gone Wrinkles 
2 men, 3 women: Elsie is has invented a revolutionary cream against wrinkles. See what 
happens when she tests it on a blue ribbon show dog!  
 
Substitute Sitters 
3 men, 3 women: Aunts, Delia and Deborah, promised to baby sit but when Mom returns 
she finds two strange men with her child, and her aunts are missing!  
 
Prejudice Meets Its Waterloo 
1 man, 4 women: Adolph Schlepenheimer is mortified to discover that his doctor is a 
'new fangled' kind of personnel. Light, lively, fun characters.  
 
Strange UFO 
1 man, 4 women: When a strong wind blows Sam Pott’s pants onto the flag pole the 
entire Dings Law Firm loses it! So funny.   
 
Mother is Losing It 
2 men; 3 women: Mrs. Brown has lost something really important and as she gets more 
upset by the minute, only her family can help!  
 
Skunked by a Dog 
1 man, 2 women: When daughters, Ann and Mary, hear about their mother’s wedding to 
Mr. Schlepenheimer, they create a crazy plan that just might work! 
 
Singing Drips 
2 men, 2 women: Mary is having a terrible day with both someone to fix her faucet and 
the singing teacher expected at the house any moment!  
 
The Bug Hunters 
2 men; 3 women: Inspectors from the State Board of Health are supposedly looking for 
bugs but instead the crafty sisters catch the fellows for what they really are, common 
crooks.  
 



Close Call 
2 men, 2 women: Charlie and Clem really like their two widows neighbors, maybe more 
that ‘just’ as neighbors but how can they propose to them? 
 


